
Deposition.- RUPERT° PENA, 1417 21, 1964, 11 H 364-7 
Questioner: Liebeler 

FBI Special Agent Richard E. Logan acted as interpreter. He 
is still a Cuban citizen. He works with his brother in hit brother's 

bar. Ruperto was not at the bar kt the time of the lemonade inci-
dent. He discussed it afterward with Rodriguez but not with his 

brother. He said he had"never seen Oswald in person. He also got 

Bringuier to call the FBI when he had complaints about people he 

thought might be pro-Castro, according to the context. This is not 

made specific, but it seems clear (p.365). Pena says of his own. 

politics, "I am more or less pro-Batista". 

On p.367 when asked if it is correct as Bringuier is quoted as 
having said, that Ruperto saw one of the two Mexicans who had been 

involved in a minor altercation at the bar, also "when Oswald was  
there", he said, "I never told Bringuier that". He had already tes-

tified and he repeats that he wasn't in the bar at the time Oswald 
Wes. 

In connection with Bringuier, Orest 2ena, on a number of occa-
sions, aliteges that Bringuier hated the United States as much as he 

hated Russia and challenged the Commission to have him take a lie 
detector test as he, Pena, would do. Bringuier, according to the 
index of'witnesses in the report, testified one time, 10-H-32 ff., 
Apri. 7-8, 1964, which was prior to the appearance of Pena. 
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